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Rule 1
Intensity



INTENSITY

This is a very important concept to understand, but I
feel most people fall short in this area. Intensity is your
momentary effort applied relative to your current ability.

Each set MUST be hard. However many reps you
do, you must struggle on roughly the last 5
repetitions. It's important that you get close to TRUE
muscular failure. I don't condone muscular failure on
every set, but I do maintain that you need to train
each set CLOSE to it.

This means that each set
must reflect high intensity training
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Intensity is the key to changing the muscle and getting
toned. Of course, you must follow a good nutrition
plan if you want optimal results, with fat loss and/or
muscle gain. So both need to be combined. But if you
aren’t really pushing yourself deep into each set, then
you will not optimize muscle stimulation.

You must work hard in each set to ensure the muscles
are being stimulated optimally.



Rule 2
Progression



The two most common forms of progression in a
workout are: weight and reps. 

PROGRESSION

This rule is often missed. You must go through forms
of progression. For example, if your range of motion
(ROM) is shorter on a particular exercise, then a form
of progression would be to increase the ROM.
Another example would be if you are used to lifting X
amount of weight for a specified number of reps, then
you must lift more than that, over time, for the same
number of reps. 

Weight: Over time, you lift more weight
for the same number of reps.

Reps: Over time, you perform more
reps with the same amount of weight.

Double progression: Over time, you
increases weight and reps.



This is best assessed with
charts. This is a good idea to
do if you are afraid of pushing
hard. This way, these forms
of progressions will, by
default, ensure the workouts
are progressively harder. 

Thereby, making sure the workouts over time
have a form of progression AND intensity factor.
As you progress, you need to make things harder.
So the workout must become harder and harder.
By default, progression charts allow for this. Just
be sure that form is NEVER sacrificed. 
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Rule 3
Nutrition Accountability



NUTRITION ACCOUNTABILITY

Accountability in the nutrition department is HUGE. If
you are serious about SCORCHING that fat off, you
must hold yourself accountable when it comes to food.
So I highly recommend that you utilize MyFitnessPal to
log your nutrition. 

 

Here are some basic rules:

eat protein at each meal (and high amounts)
eat 3 – 5 times a day
eat in an energy deficit (typically 1500 - 2000 for women)
make sure protein is high quality
drink lots of water (1 gallon ish)



Rule 4
Volume



VOLUME

Making sure you are doing enough sets. You have to
provide enough set-volume to ensure optimal
stimulation. More sets will mean more repetitions.
Which means you will have more opportunity to
provide what I call "stimulating reps". These are
repetitions you need to reach in order to stimulate the
muscle. And this goes back to intensity, which is rule
#1. So you must reach a point where reps become
stimulating (rule #1), but you also must do enough of
them to provide a sufficient stimulus. How much is
that? The science is not conclusive on this, but we
recommend you perform about 10 - 20 sets per
muscle group per week. 
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Be careful to not overdo the volume. If you do too
much, it is quite possible you may hit a point of what is
called "diminished returns" and you will NOT be able
tone more and get more benefit. Your recovery is
important, so make sure you don't hinder it. 

 



Rule 5
Sleep



Getting enough sleep is critical to both fat loss and
muscle growth. When we sleep, our hormones
regenerate to prepare for the following day. Sleep
deprivation will block this hormonal regeneration.
Testosterone and growth hormone will not replenish
as they need if your sleep quality is lacking. And those
hormones are critical for your muscle growth, as well
as other things.

If your sleep is interrupted, it will blunt
hormone production, which is a large

component to fat loss and muscle toning.

SLEEP
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Make sure you get as much uninterrupted sleep
as possible so you can maximize your results. This
means try to achieve as many sleep cycles as you
can. Your muscles primarily repair when you sleep.
So it is important you give your muscles as much
attention as possible and rest to allow that repair. 
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8 hours sleep 

6 hours sleep 

4 hours sleep 

2 hours sleep 

0 hours sleep 



Tips



TIPS

1: Have a plan: when you walk into the gym, it's
important to HAVE A PLAN. Don't just walk in with no
plan. Fail to plan, plan to fail. This is why it is so
important to have a qualified coach to help you along
the way. 

2: Slow down: the last thing you want to do is get
hurt. So by default, move the weight SLOWLY. You
don't need to throw it around. Your job is to
STIMULATE the muscle, and this can very well be
done by moving the weight slowly. 

3: Progress: you must always try to make
progressions. This can be in weight, reps
or both. Always try to beat records, but in 
good form only.

4: Eat enough, but not too much: one 
of the biggest problems I see is either
people either don't eat enough, or they eat
too much. There is a SWEET spot that will
MAXIMIZE results.



TIPS

5: Protein: you must make sure you are getting
enough protein. A good way to calculate this is based
on your target weight. If your target weight is 140lbs,
then your protein intake should be around 140 grams
per day.

6: Get your sleep: I know I already mentioned this,
but it is so important. You MUST sleep to get the
results you want. No exceptions. Do not neglect this. 

7: Check your ego: don't become conceited once you
get the body you want. This is a very common theme
in the fitness world and it's unfortunate. Remember
where you came from. We all started somewhere.
Always be nice and humble to others.

8: Stay away from drugs: lastly, don't 
dabble into steroids. It's not worth it and 
it's cheating. This is also a very common 
practice in this world. You don't need that 
stuff. I certainly do not advocate it and
I KNOW you can get your dream body
WITHOUT it.



And that's it! Hope you enjoyed the read. I'm excited 
to get you to your goals on STAGE!

https://metalheadfitness.org/metalhead-membership

